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[Subject]  
AOA+ travel grants available for Optometry’s Meeting® in Washington, D.C. 
 
[Body]  
As you may know, registration is now open for the AOA and AOSA annual conference, Optometry’s 
Meeting®, in downtown Washington, D.C., this upcoming June 21-24. We are letting you know that 
Optometry’s Meeting will debut a reimagined AOA+ experience for students, new doctors and 
educators with over 3,000 travel grants available to cover your attendance and stay.  
 
These AOA+ travel grants are only available through March 1. 
 

• Learn more about AOA+ travel grants. 

• Learn more about AOA+ requirements. 
 
Provided by the AOA and AOSA, these AOA+ travel grants are designed to ease the cost of attending 
and traveling to Washington, D.C., for the profession’s premier meeting. 

 
AOA+ Programming & Events at Optometry’s Meeting  
 
Like no other industry opportunity, AOA+ is a unique experience for optometry students and faculty, as 

well as new doctors, to take their professional involvement to the next level. Reimagined to offer an 

immersive experience in career development, skill building, networking and advocacy, AOA+ at 

Optometry’s Meeting is the starting point to the AOA’s year-round program to help the profession’s 

future find success in optometry.  

Learn more about AOA+ in the 2023 Conference Preview or check out a few highlights below: 

• AOA+ Rally and Affiliate Connections 

• AOA+ Residency Summit & Career Fair 

• AOA+ Advocacy Workshop 

• AOA+ Student-Recommended Courses 

• AOA+ Leadership Link 

From networking with potential mentors, employers and partners to learning about future career 

opportunities and how to get immersed in professional advocacy, AOA+ offers attendees a robust 

schedule of programming.  

• Watch how AOA+ accelerates optometry's future. 

More Information on Optometry’s Meeting  

As the profession’s premier annual event, Optometry’s Meeting aligns optometric and industry 

professionals for four days of progressive continuing education (CE) and professional development 

https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/
https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/
https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/aoa/aoaplus?sso=y
https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/aoa/travel-grants?sso=y
https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/aoa/travel-grants?sso=y#Requirements
https://aoa.uberflip.com/i/1490433-optometrys-meeting-2023-conference-preview/25?
https://vimeo.com/791946464


alongside impactful networking opportunities, business solutions and this year’s unique focus on 

professional advocacy in our nation’s capital. 

Optometry’s Meeting provides leading-edge learning opportunities with over 190 credit hours of 

education available for doctors, paraoptometrics and optometry students. Optometry’s Meeting 

delivers education that supports every member of the practice's care team.  

To learn more about education at Optometry’s Meeting, view the 2023 Education Schedule.  

• Visit the Attend page with more information about registration and housing. 

 

 
 
 

https://ww3.aievolution.com/aoa2301/index.cfm?do=cnt.appLoader&routerAction=runCustomSearch&code=SESSION_SEARCH&style=0#/searches/load/SESSION_SEARCH
https://www.optometrysmeeting.org/about/attend?sso=y

